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Tstimony.of

MasorA Gafn3y at EeariugsoZ t President's Commission on

Urbn Problems, Pittsburgh, Pa.,:June 11, 1367, Senator Paul 'Douglas presiding.

WFFNE!: Thank you, Senator Douglas, and especially for your moving

MR.

reference to the memoxy of my father. He was not only beloved by his commun—

it7 but

by his family, you may be sure.

I am going to assume, I hope correctly, that all of you have read the

material
of

which Alien anvel

circulated and I will speak informally in expansion

the remaiks which I made to the National Tax Association three

years

ago.

I also assume that you read what Dr. '1oodruff worte about Australia.

The.State of Israel has
advantage

recently given us a graphic demonstration of the

of going it alone rather than waiting for your rich uncle to solve

the problem for you when your rich uncle suffers from over—commitiient.

In that spirit, I believe today we are talking about what cities can do
for themselves. host of our central cities as is now well known, are threatened by

a vicious circle which is related to property taxation.

As buildings become older, they tend to become fiscal deficits requiring

more in

cost than they return in

taxes. As the central cities age, the build-

ings become old, and fiscal deficit generators. This requires the central
city to increase its tax rate.

L.o

The

higher tax rate in cities drives investors elsewhere, both home build-

ers and industry, because whoever puts un a new building under this state of

affairs

tends to become a fiscal

to be that:

surplus generator, and no one really wants

it means you pay more in taxes than you get back in services.

Since there are many

comoeting

jurisdictions, investors do not have to be

fiscal surplus generators, as they can find

rates.
central ities

a

want welcome in outer commun—

Ities at lower tax
So, as the

move into the downspin of this unfortunt,e cir—

cle, they tend to lose industry and, as a result, lose en i.'.ynierit O')POV—

tunities; at the same time they
with

low incomes who increase

tend to gain ld dwellings which attract people

welfare costs. They are left with a high per-

xte fiscal

centage of old buildings, which gene

deficits, and fewer and fewer

surplus generators with which to meet them.

Now if, to solve this problem, cities slash

services

in order to lower

tax rates, they find cutting services and reducing the quality of schools also
drive away population and income and industxy.
What the cities need are

more revenues without

increasing the burden

of taxation.

One way to go &bout this is to reapportion the State Legislatures, and

get more back from the state, which cities rich)y deserve. I am sure we all
applaud the recent tendencies in that direttion, weak and halting though

they may

be. jdipr

iuIi1 rTljc.

h1p.

JYcderai

fnm

and military and

''mocndoggle

programs
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The second way, the one we are discussing this morning,
to get more of their taxes from the land base rather

than

is

for cities

the building base.

In that manner, it is possible for a city to get as rmich tax revenue

as it wants without driving away the capital it must attract and hold. If
land becomes the tax base rather than buildings, the conflict which we think
we see today between the low taxes necessaiy to attract capital, and public

services themselves, is no longer a conflict. It is possible to raise services
and still make a tax environment attr8ctive to capital.
Some fear that by- exempting buildings from texation, a city would re-

duce its tax base. I do not believe that is so. In this respect, I agree,
at least partly, with Professor Richman.
——

I

look forward to the millenium when it will he H wholly.''
fhe

of

Te always seem to agree 'tpart].y''

tax on buildings ultimatey is borne

by the land owner in the form

lower lend values. Nominally, the x appcirs to fall on capital. How-

ever, since capital is migratory investors dont have

of return in the jurisdiction that taxes them.
shift the tax.
iow,

as I

to

accept a lower rate

Therefore

they can and. do

used to see it, they shift it to the tenants; and, indeed,

some of that occurs. Anything

that reduces the supply of a commodity in-

creases the price. If you reduce the supply of buildings, you can raise
the rent. However, tenants are also migratory —- less than investors who
move thixugh well paved ways in search of higher returns -- but in the long

run they also are migratoiy, and increasingy so in this age of auto—mobility.

Li.2

If

taxes are

leaves the

not

shifted forward

to

tenants in higher rents, that

non—migratory element, the land, to absorb the tax, as Professor

Ricbinan pointed out.

So the e ffect of the tax on buildings is to lower the value

of

land on

which those buildings might be placed. Conversely, to remove the tax on buildings is to create a benefit to the land owner which should be capitalized
into higher land values.
Jherefore, when you reirove the ta.: from buildings and shift it to land,

you do not reduce the tax base. You are basically taxing the same real estate,

just

differently. £he tax is

no longer contingent on the owner putting up a

structure. £he tax is determined by potential value --

if

the assessor does

his job well -— and not on actual use.
I go further and say as a result of removing the tax from buildings and
levying

the property tax on site value alone, the tax

base actually should

increase.

One reason is what

economists

like to call the ''excess burden of indir-

ect taxation.''

Suppose I would build a 30—story building, in the absence of taxes. The
fact that my tax bill goes up when I put the building up makes the upper stories
sub—marginal.

level

land

This is one

of thoe points on which I disagree at a fundamental

with Professor Hichnian who, in his paper, says there is little marginal

in the city. Land is space, and space has a third dimension. Think of

urban space as being subdivided into strata. On every site, however high its
value there is a marginal stratum, The top story of a high rise building occupies the marginal stratum of space.
The

top story which would be just marginal without taxes becomes sub-

marginal in

the presence of a tax on

buildings. Several layers below, a story
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which would be bet1er than marginal in the absence of taxes becomes just mar-

ginal. those stories in between, which are better than marginal in the absence
of

taxes, are destroyed

before

they

are built, i.e., not built at

all, be-

cause of the threat of taxes. These would have yielded a surplus above cost,
adding to ground

rent and

land value.

To remove taxes on buildings

therefore is

to neriit each site to be dev-

eloped :ore intensively end generabe addition'l rents over and above what it

does under the threat of taxes on buildings.
A good ay to look at this is to think of there being two equities in land,
a public one asserted by taxes and a nrivate one taking what remains. The best
use of land, from a social viewpoint, is

the use that maximizes

the sum of the

public and private equities. But the decision-maker is the private orier, whose
motive, of course, is to madiiiize tIie

one

private equity alone •

A good tax is

so structured that the private decision—maker, in maxinizing his own equity,

also maximizes the sum of the orivate and ublic ecjuitsr.

ihe building tax is

a bd one because the private income after taxes is maximized at a much lesser
intensity than .Tould maximize the sum of private and nublic income. Thus it

createe an artificial conflict between private inberest and oublic interest. —

The site—value tax, in contrast, is free of this fault.
Acond aspect of ''excess burden'' has to do with the biming of urban
reuewRl..

You can think of

space: i.e., in the tth

the margin

dimension

of

land use in terms of time, as well as

as well as the 3rd. f'dvancing the date of

site renewal toward he re sent by ten years is moving into a reach of time that
Ic

mado c1Inrgir1. r

irnpu:LM r'z

of a tax on new buildings.

Of course, when you put up a new building, your property tax bill goes

up by a vers,r large factor. That tends to retard the optimum date of site

renewal from the viewpoint of the land owner who, of course, is interested in

maximizing his equity after taxes. If this Doint is not obvious, please refer
to the excerpts of my ta].kto the National Lax Association wnich Allen Manvel
has

distributed. £he matter is spelled out there in some detail.
Untaxing buildings will also make it possible to lower certain Dublic

costs, making the tax base go further. As one example of this, consider

vertical transporation. Vertical transportation is a substitute for horizontal transportation —-

not

that it gets you to the same place, any more than

lateral streets get you to the sane places as longitudinal ones but it taps

new strata of space that can be linked into the urban nexus with much less increase of load on streets in the first two dimensions than

if

more horizontal

space were tapned. that is self—evident geometxy.
e hear a lot these days about 'intermodal bias,1 referring to the public

subsic in auto transport. Te should also be thinking
bias.

2bout interdimensional

e subsidize horizontal transport, but we tax vertical transport by

the building tax. Vertical transport is almost always supplied orivately.
Something

like one—third of the cost

of a high rise building consists of the

elevators,utility- core, stairways, and other elements that come under 'ver—

tidal transportation.' Private builders supply this at their own

exiense; and

then

less public

we tax it besides. If there were more

of

it, we should

need

outlay on streets and utilities.

Untaxing buildings should also reduce welfare cost. A tax system

which

accelerates

renewal causes

inhabitants

of new buildings throw less of a load on the welfare rolls than

old buildings to be replaced by new ones.

the inhabitants of the old. From
obvious
policy.

a

The

purely local point of view the benefit is

and th argurcnt ovrw}ieinring - rtd we are

i ess1ng a local tax

Li5

From a

equally

national viewpoint the argument requires

more

thought, but is

compelling.

You frequently nm into opposition to urban renewal from those who don't
want to displace the people in the area being renewed. It sometimes seems the
city is dumping welfare problems on the rest of the world.

I don't believe that is a correct analysis. ihere is no solution to
the housing problem for poor people without building more buildings. The
ultimate thing that will improve the housing conditions of the poor, and everyone elBe, is to increase the supply of quality buildings, which in the main
means new buildings, the jdolaters and collectors of antiquity notwithstanding.
In the process, you frequently tear down old ones and replace them with new,

better and at higher density. The net result is increased supply. fhis lowers
the once, making better housing available for poor and rich and middling
alike, and

creating

new employment opport.unitiesin building, and operabing

buildings once built, to pull people off welfare.
It is a fair criticisr.. of the present Federal Urban knewal Program that

it chronically clears and sterilizes more land than it renews, adding something

to its bombed—out inventory each year. That really does dump welfare oroblems,

and reduces net housing supply. £he criticism and resenment generated by
that problem should not, however, be directed against a proposal to untax new

buildings. For this, the oresent proposal, stimulates demolition only by increasing the positive incentive of builders to salvage derelict lands for immediate renewal.
Another general reason why the land tax base would be greater than the
oresent oroperty tax base is really a set of reasons which may be summed
sirh

ec.uiions as

ages''

r

agglornerat,ion,'' or urban
division of labor is limited

''the economies of irbri

cb SMit,h clio1rn thnt,

extent of the market,T

'tThe

up in

''link—
by the

li.6

My conclusion follows in four steps: 1) Cities exist to bring people

together ——

for

cooperation, mutual aid, sociability, cost—sharing, specializa-

tion, diversification and stability, exchange, etc.; 2) These collective
benefits are captured in the rent of urban land and capitalized into land val-

ues; 3) Each new building not only develos the potential rent of its own
site, but on balance, adds to the potential rent of neighboring sites, whose
development in turn feeds back an added potential rent on the first site;
14) Taxing buildings inhibits new buildings and quality building and intensive

building and so prevents full realization of an enormous urban potentiality
above and be'rond the simpler ''excess burden'' I described earlier.

I could sing the praise of urban linkages for much more than nry 20 min-

utes, and so will rest with two examples. For one, in a larger market, most
facilities enjoy higher ''load factors,'' that is the ratio of mean load to

peak load capacity, Facilities get used around the clock and the calendar,
so capital need not be dead most of the time as it is in small towns and remote suburbs. For the other, almost eve iyone observes it is usually better

to have a new building as your neighbor than an old one. New buildings not

only

generae fiscal surpluses themselves, but radiate external economies which

bolster the value of nearby property.

For those geneial reasons, then, I don't believe there is
losing the tax base by exempting buildings. And if I

is barely

possible ——

I

should be

any danger of

wrong

(which

dimly remember it happened once) an additional ad-

vantage is you can go right ahead and increase the tax rate as much as needed
without doing any damage whatever to the profit

motive.

L7
You can tax the very

all

out of a piece of land

and

it will never

ge up and walk out of town; whereas, if you do the same thing to buildings
placed on the land, they won't walk out of town today but as they get old
the sinking funds to replace them will be reinvested elsewhere, leaving
your city with the fiecal deficits while the surplus generators are off
taking the sun in California or overseas.
I will briefly mention disc.ributive equity. The site value tax auto—

matically

solves certain perplexing problems. Then you

intensive

zoning to one land owner and deny it

•.ributing wealth in

a

to

rant the favor of

another, you are

redis—

very heavy—handed manner. Under the site value ys—

tern, favorble zoning would also be favored with the equipoise of heavier
taxation because the right to develop land more intensively makes land
more valuable.

The rent surpluses of the central cities, which are capitalized into
the

highest land values ncr square foot in the world, would also be bapped

and spread

around,

and in a manner coipatible with economic efficiency.

Please dontt tell me this is unjust to vested intere6ts, because we already do a good deal of this sort
pricing

of

thing

today through

practice which charges everybody the same

is located,

our utility

rate no matter where he

even tthough 1y this means the rich central territory is carry-

ing the lean, low-density peripheral arcas of urban sprawl. fhe site—
value tax achieves the same distributive goal as our utility pricing prac-

tices, that is it taps central rents to b'nefit everyone, spreading the
rent thin, But it does the job compatibly with economic efficiency, while
our une)nomi41. nt.ili.t.y pricing priitiRc

pices of sharing it.

destroy

half the pie in the

Another advantage of the site value system at tha National level, and

also at the local level, would be to increase employment opportunity: in
the construction business first, and through revrberating effects in all
businesses. By removing taxes from buildinpa, you would encourage more
frequent renewal. The effect is somewhat the same as lowering the interest
rate

paid by builders when they borrow, thereby you would increase em-

ployment opportunities, and that

Yet

lowers welfare costs.

another advantage of the site value syste is the advantage it of-

fers to small business,

.this may best be understood through the phenomenon

of credit rationing, Under the present system, when we put up a new building, we are immediately hit with our heaviest taxes which add greatly to
the risk and

credit

requirement..

have a particularly hard

time

£his

helps to ration out those finns which

to raise money. These tend to be the small

firms, the competitive cutting edge of our economy- which make the free

market work the way we like to preach that it does.

tax on

site values, by contrast, begins at a low level and does not

go u at the moment of greatest capibal need. It remains
it was before. It might

the

at

the .me lEvel

b' consc.rued as a loan from the city treasury to

builder —— a loan which

he pays bad;: in the later years of

the building.

ihus it favors the credit—weak over the giant corpora.ions which have had

such

a big piece o±

the

little action in urban renewal we have had

thus

far.

ihank you for your time and attention.
This presentation was followed by questioning and dialogue among the Corn-

rnissionra and the spakora, CM.

Gaffney,

Ray Richnian, and Arch Woodruff.) This

repartee will be published with the Hearings early in l8.)

